
Here are just a few resources to help you in the battle.  Start
small and click on any/all of these recommended videos ,
articles and books. You can always "google" more later. 
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STRONG MINDS STRONG KIDS TIPS  
A short video from Dr. Kofi-Len Belfon with super quick
and easy ways to stay strong during this crazy time.

3 COMPONENTS OF CONNECTEDNESS
3 tactics to help you in the fight against loneliness
during the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, so you can
feel happier and healthier through this tough period of
isolation.

50 GET-TO-KNOW-YOU QUESTIONS

Ask and answer these questions with different people
in your life and learn something new and / or
interesting about them (and yourself :)

LEDGER OF HARMS
These are some short and sweet super-reliable facts
about social media that everyone should be aware of

BATTLE FOOD

TED ED.
Zillions of videos on zillions of topics that stimulate
your brain in un-boring ways.

BEFORE YOU FEEL SORRY FOR YOURSELF...
Three amazing stories from three amazing people.

HOW TO STOP A BULLY (REALLY)

A little cheesy but wow... this video gives an example of
a skill can totally help shut down unfair behaviour.

THE FEELINGS WHEEL
Sometimes it’s hard to identify what you are feeling.
This will help you. ID it and talk to a caring friend/adult.

https://www.hellohope.ca/?reqp=1&reqr=
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07Vqx8ddrBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07Vqx8ddrBI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVEtKAY45Rw&list=PLUm0-UitnlsBTutYRxsfV3aSHAnTkmgUf&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVEtKAY45Rw&list=PLUm0-UitnlsBTutYRxsfV3aSHAnTkmgUf&index=8
https://www.boredteachers.com/resources/get-to-know-you-questions
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https://ed.ted.com/lessons?direction=desc&sort=featured-position&user_by_click=student
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJ7cameHYmQ
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https://theparentcue.org/resources/feelings-wheel/
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BE HONEST
We have missed out on a lot this year. This is hard, and being honest about
this  is the first step in the right direction

Pick any of these practical ideas to take steps forward in
the battle against isolation and loneliness. Remember
that for now it's not about social distancing but about

distantly being social. 
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BATTLE TOOLS

GET CREATIVE IN YOUR CONNECTING
Find a new game (virtually or with someone at home, use get-to-know-you
questions cards, make a playlist with a friend, become pen pals with
others.

LIVE AN OUTWARD-LOOKING LIFE
No matter how hard your life may be right now there will always be
someone who can benefit from your smile, a kind gesture, or thoughtful
word. Do something or make something for someone (physically or
digitally like a kind email or a letter or a poem)

DON'T CONSUME + COMPARE ... CREATE!
If you use social media, contribute instead of just scrolling. Studies talk
about how simply commenting on a post instead of just hitting "like" does
more positively for the person who commented than just scrolling.

PRACTICE GRATITUDE
There's a lot we don't have. But think long and hard of what and who you
DO have and write it down. Everything from a roof over your head to socks
on your feet (both of them).

REMEMBER THIS ISN'T FOREVER

TALK TO CARING ADULTS + THE PROS
 Even if you're stuck at home, talk with teachers, caring adults + pros:

Kids Help Phone (talk or text)

HAVE GOOD DISTRACTIONS
Escape bordom and "blah-dom" with a good story... i'm not kidding...
overload on fiction! Yes, of course you can do TV, video games and movies
too but they are not as good as a simple book.

KEEP A ROUTINE
Have a healthy bedtime and wake up time, keep brushing your teeth (lol), 

GO OUTSIDE DRINK WATER + EAT
HEALTHY
This sounds so basic. but it works! Try and drink 8 cups a day and as much
healthy food as possible. You already know it'll be good for your body and
mind :)

LEARN / TRY SOMETHING NEW
A new skill, challenge (e.g. art lesson, physical challenge or kindness
challenge
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https://kidshelpphone.ca/need-help-now-text-us/


- from theParentCue.org

 "THE FEELINGS WHEEL"
 (zoom in to see it better)
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